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In prior segments, we've seen a number of aspects of global markets in food and agriculture having the

potential for the entrenchment of profound disadvantage among the global poor. We've seen the

emergence of increased concentration of market power along with its adverse impact on farmers,

consumers, and developing nations.

We have seen the rise of contract agriculture and how it confers an extraordinary degree of market

power over prices and production decisions. In particular, we've seen how it redistributes the burdens of

economic risk, environmental damage, and legal liability to the less powerful and most vulnerable.

Moreover, we have seen that these trends occur in the context of declining resources of land, water,

and ocean fish stocks.

And we have seen how resource challenges have fueled the efforts of developed nations and

multinational corporations to secure these resources for themselves from the developing world. What

moral frameworks might we use to assess these emerging ways of organizing global markets?

At one extreme is the libertarian view of the morality of markets. The central idea is that freedom of

contract is a synoptic value. It is a value that should be encouraged, even if the cumulative effect of

many transactions over time is a vast disparity in well-being and advantages. As Robert Nozick has

argued, "we should refrain from interference with capitalist acts between consenting adults."

His view is that because liberty of contract is so important to human liberty more generally, we should

not interfere with the voluntary market transactions on an ongoing basis for the sake of some preferred

distributing pattern. At the other end of the spectrum, we find an argument from John Rawls. He

argues, "for greater market intervention for the sake of reducing certain kinds of inequality."

But Rawls' argument applies only within domestic context. For Rawls, the problematic feature of a

failure to attend with the distributive consequences of iterated market transactions undermines what he

calls background justice of a society. Rawls understands background justice in a very specific way. He

claims that inequalities that flow from the totality of economic transactions over time are morally

problematic for two reasons.

They undermine domestic goals of fair equality of opportunity and they are corrosive to the values of
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democratic citizenship. Let's look at each in turn. Rawls argues that equality of opportunity is a moral

ideal applicable only within the domestic context because each nation, above all else, values its right of

national self-determination. Individual nations might value equality of opportunity among its citizens and

they have the political authority to establish laws for that purpose.

But each nation should be free to chart its own economic course and its own ideals of distributive

justice. Given his assumptions, there is no legitimate institutional locus for implementing a global ideal

requiring greater equalization in the life prospects of persons everywhere. The ideal democratic

citizenship is restricted to relationships among co-nationals as well.

Only citizens who live together under a shared system of law have reason for limiting inequalities that

differentially affect the ability of citizens to control the political processes. Absent global democratic

institutions that might be corrupted by the influence of inequalities of wealth we have no comparable

rationale for pursuing greater economic equality across nations.

Midway between these two positions, however, lies another view. Philosopher Allen Buchanan, in his

criticism of Rawls, suggests that we should ask the following question: "Would it be reasonable for

representatives of the interests of people from poor and less powerful nations to consent to a global

economic order that seriously disadvantages them?"

Is such serious disadvantage a matter that developing nations and their citizens would view as

comparable to the value of national self-determination? What Buchanan's point shows is that there is a

significant gap between ideals of equality of opportunity and wealth and the libertarians' acceptance of

all inequalities that result over time from patterns of market organization. There is less room for some

middle ground commitment to the regulation of the operation of global markets for the sake of

preventing seriously disadvantaging inequalities.

My suggestion in a nutshell is this. Global forms of market organization, singly or in combination, are

grossly unfair when they create, perpetuate, and compound the adverse effects of densely woven

patterns of disadvantage on the global poor, from which escape is exceedingly difficult but for rare good

fortune and heroic hard work, thereby locking in highly consequential advantages for the sake of those

whose initial life prospects are far better.

While the impact of emerging market trends in the globalization of food and agriculture is an open
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empirical question, there's a mounting body of evidence sufficient to warrant heightened vigilance

against the most predatory forms of global market organization.
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